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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE CHANCELLOR

It gives me great pleasure to forward this message on the occasion of the 5th International Symposium 2018 of the Faculty of Islamic Studies & Arabic Language of the South Eastern University of Sri Lanka on the theme “Sustainable Development through Arabic and Islamic Studies” scheduled to be held on 25th of October 2018. The South Eastern University of Sri Lanka has developed a strong and a well-established research culture and is in the forefront of creating new knowledge and assists disseminating knowledge through annual research symposia.

This conference focuses mainly on research themes related to Islamic studies and Arabic language and brings together researchers, academicians, professionals and students who are involved directly or indirectly with the discipline from all over the world to interact among themselves while presenting their research findings. This conference is considered as one of the major events organized consecutively for the fourth time by the Faculty in the process of promoting research towards the mission of the Faculty in becoming a centre for integration, research and comprehensive educational excellence in the field of Islamic Studies & Arabic Language in order to fulfil the goals of the University and the Nation. This is a wonderful opportunity to further develop a rigorous academic program that will be relevant, publicly engaged, and attends to contemporary demands and debates the global discourse on Islam and Arabic language.

A substantial number of researchers, both from overseas and local, will participate in the 5th International Symposium 2018 of the Faculty of Islamic Studies & Arabic Language. This will not only exchange and share information and new knowledge, but also will pave the way to build international collaborations which will be essential in the development of Sri Lanka. I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the chair, co-chair and the organizing committee of the 5th International symposium 2018 for their tireless effort and commitment they have shown in organizing the event successfully. I also wish to thank all others who have contributed to make the symposium a reality. Finally, I wish the 5th International Symposium of the Faculty of Islamic Studies & Arabic Language of the South Eastern University of Sri Lanka great success.

Prof. M.M.M. Najim

Vice Chancellor

South Eastern University of Sri Lanka
MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

It gives me a great pleasure as the Dean of the Faculty of Islamic Studies and Arabic Language to write this felicitation message to the 5th International Symposium - 2018 on the theme “Sustainable Development through Arabic and Islamic Studies” organized by the Faculty of Islamic Studies and Arabic Language of South Eastern University of Sri Lanka.

I am happy to say that this time more than 80 researchers are taking part in the research symposium arriving from various parts of the country. Similarly, there are significant numbers of researchers from abroad have submitted their research papers for this symposium. It shows the commitment of the Faculty of Islamic Studies and Arabic Language in maintaining and improving the standard in academic activities and research.

I earnestly hope that the effort of conducting a series of international conference will definitely bring highest honor and dignity to the Faculty and to the University in the global arena. I also wish this conference will significantly contribute to the elevation of academic excellence and standard of our country in the decade to come.

I would like to congratulate all the scholars, researchers and presenters on their successful performance in the symposium which will bring credit to our University.

Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to the Chief Guest, Prof. MMM. Najim (Vice Chancellor of SEUSL), Key-note Speaker, Prof. MAM. Siddique (University of Peradeniya), Chair Persons, Distinguished Guests, Scholars, Presenters, and the Organizing, the University Administrative staff, the Faculty staff, the Students and all the others directly and indirectly supported to the symposium at the different stages, for fullest assistance and co-operation to make this historic event successful

Thank you

Dr. SMM. Mazahir
Dean/Faculty of Islamic Studies and Arabic Language
South Eastern University of Sri Lanka
MESSAGE FROM THE COORDINATOR

In the name of Allah, the most beneficent, the most merciful, As a coordinator, it gives me great pleasure to write a message for the proceeding of abstracts of 5th International Symposium of the Faculty of Islamic Studies and Arabic Language of South Eastern University of Sri Lanka on “Sustainable Development through Arabic and Islamic Studies” scheduled to be held on 25th October 2018. The technical sessions of this event will offer great opportunities for academics and researchers to share their research findings, ideas and woks in many tracks in the field. Totally 70 numbers of research papers are presented based on a wide Islamic and Arabic perspectives nationally and internationally.

The triumph of this International symposium would have not been possible without the generous support and dedication made by many contributors. It is my heartfelt wish to thank Prof. MMM Najim, Vice Chancellor, South Eastern University of Sri Lanka for his excellent guidance and Dr. SMM Mazahir, Dean, Faculty of Islamic Studies and Arabic Language for his support and contribution. I am also thankful to the Keynote Speaker Retired Professor MAM Siddeaque, Visiting Lecturer, Faculty of Dental Sciences, and University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka for accepting our invitation among his busy schedule to deliver the keynote address at this conference.

Further, I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to reviewers selected for their timely submission of reviewed papers in order to organize the symposium as scheduled. I am also grateful to all editorial board members, organizing chair and working committee of symposium. My special thanks go to Mr. MSA Riyad Rooly - Secretary of the symposium for his entire effort, Mr. MH Ahamed Hilmy - Treasurer of the symposium, academic staff and non-academic staff for suited support given by them.

I warmly greet and wish all the presenters and participants a successful and remarkable day at this 05th International Symposium 2018 of Faculty of Islamic Studies and Arabic Language.

I hope you will get pleasure from the conference and have a great time in South Eastern University of Sri Lanka, Oluvil

Mr. MHM. Nairoos
Coordinator
Faculty of Islamic Studies and Arabic Language
South Eastern University of Sri Lanka